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Abstract
We introduce a new class of operator algebras on Hilbert space. To each bounded linear
operator a spectral algebra is associated. These algebras are quite substantial, each containing
the commutant of the associated operator, frequently as a proper subalgebra. We establish
several sufﬁcient conditions for a spectral algebra to have a nontrivial invariant subspace.
When the associated operator is compact this leads to a generalization of Lomonosov’s
theorem.
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1. Introduction
Let H be a separable, inﬁnite dimensional, complex Hilbert space with inner
product /;S; and let LðHÞ denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H:
A closed subspaceM of H is said to be invariant for an operator T if TMCM: It is
nontrivial if different from (0) and H: We will frequently use the abbreviation n.i.s.
for a nontrivial invariant subspace. The collection of all invariant subspaces of any
operator T is a lattice and it is denoted LatðTÞ: The invariant subspace problem asks
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for a description of LatðTÞ for an arbitrary TALðHÞ: Since this problem is open, one
may consider a weaker (open) question—whether there exists an operator whose
lattice is precisely fð0Þ;Hg:
In 1973, Lomonosov proved in [vL73] the following remarkable result:
Theorem 1.1. If K is a nonzero compact linear operator on a complex Banach space
then there exists a nontrivial subspace that is invariant under every operator commuting
with K :
In other words, if K is compact, its commutant fKg0 has a n.i.s. Such a subspace is
called a hyperinvariant subspace for K : Recall that a subalgebra A of LðHÞ is said to
be transitive if the only subspaces invariant for A (meaning for every operator in A)
are ð0Þ andH: In the language of algebras Theorem 1.1 can be extended as in [RR73,
Theorem 8.23].
Theorem 1.2. A weakly closed transitive algebra which contains a nonzero compact
operator must be LðHÞ:
The new technique of Lomonosov had a great impact on research in operator
theory in the 1970s. The paper [PS74] is an excellent source of information about
[vL73] as well as the progress made within a short-time period after the appearance
of this result. Also, one should consult [cP78] for further accomplishments along the
same lines. The paper [PS74] did an excellent job of identifying important results that
follow from but were not explicitly stated in [vL73]. In particular, it was noticed
there that Lomonosov’s new technique yields the following result.
Theorem 1.3. If A is a transitive subalgebra of LðHÞ and if K is a nonzero compact
operator in LðHÞ then there exists an operator AAA such that AK has 1 as an
eigenvalue (i.e., there exists a nonzero vector x in H such that AKx ¼ x).
In this work, we will use the following reformulation of Theorem 1.3. Recall that
an operator is quasi-nilpotent if its spectrum consists of 0 alone. We will denote the
class of quasi-nilpotent operators as Q:
Proposition 1.4. Let A be a unital subalgebra of LðHÞ: The following are equivalent:
(a) A has a n.i.s.
(b) There exists a nonzero compact operator K such that AKCQ:
(c) There exists a rank one operator F such that AFCQ:
(d) There exists a rank one operator F such that the square of every operator in AF is 0.
Proof. Implications (d))(c) and (c))(b) are obvious, while (b))(a) is a
consequence of Theorem 1.3. Indeed, if (a) were false, then there would exist an
operator AAA such that AK has eigenvalue 1, contradicting the assumption that it
must be quasi-nilpotent. Thus, it remains to prove that (a))(d). So suppose that A
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has a n.i.s. Then there exist nonzero vectors u and v such that Au is orthogonal to v:
It follows that, for any operator T in A; ðTðu#vÞÞ2 ¼ ðTu#vÞ2 ¼
/Tu; vSðTu#vÞ ¼ 0; and the proposition is proved. &
Theorem 1.1 shows that, when K is a compact operator, the algebra fKg0
possesses a n.i.s. On the other hand, judging by Proposition 1.4, one might hope that
a relationship with a speciﬁc compact operator might lead to the existence of a n.i.s.
for other algebras. The main result of the present paper is that there is such a class of
algebras, which we call spectral algebras and denote BA; so that for a compact
operator K ; the algebra BK has a n.i.s. In addition, we will show that whenever the
spectral radius of K is positive, BK properly contains the commutant of K :
In order to motivate the deﬁnition of a spectral algebra we present a modiﬁcation,
based on the work of Gilfeather [fG78], of a result of Rota [gR60]. Let AALðHÞ: For
mX1; let
dm ¼ dmðAÞ ¼ 11
m
þ rðAÞ ¼
m
1þ mrðAÞ;
where rðAÞ is the spectral radius of A: Deﬁne
Rm ¼ RmðAÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
d2nm A
nAn
 !1=2
:
Proposition 1.5. jjRmAR1m jj-rðAÞ; as m-N:
Note that the series above converges in the norm topology, and each Rm is
invertible with jjR1m jjp1:
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary positive integer. Then rðdmAÞo1: A calculation shows
that jjRmðAÞðdmAÞR1m ðAÞjjo1: Thus, jjRmAR1m jjo1=dm; for all m; and
lim sup
m-N
jjRmAR1m jjprðAÞ:
Of course, rðAÞ ¼ rðRmAR1m ÞpjjRmAR1m jj for all m; hence
lim inf
m-N
jjRmAR1m jjXrðAÞ
and the proposition is proved. &
Throughout the sequel, the symbols dmð¼ dmðAÞÞ and Rm ð¼ RmðAÞÞ will have the
meanings ascribed to them in Proposition 1.5. We will only use the longer forms
when forced to do so to avoid ambiguity.
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We now introduce the focal object of this investigation. If A is an operator in
LðHÞ and Rm is as in Proposition 1.5, we associate with A the collection
BA ¼ TALðHÞ : sup
m
jjRmAR1m jjoN
 
:
It is easy to see that BA is indeed an algebra (although it need not be closed). We will
show that it contains all operators that commute with A: Thus, whenever BA
possesses a n.i.s. one also establishes a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for A: In
fact, we will see that in many instances the commutant fAg0 is a proper subalgebra of
BA: Then in the case that A is compact, our result is a true extension of that of
Lomonosov.
A word or two about terminology. Due to its relationship with the spectral radius,
we decided to name BA a spectral algebra (associated with A). As noted above, every
invariant subspace for BA is hyperinvariant for A: If it can then be shown that BA is
strictly larger than fAg0 then the level of invariant subspace structure has gone
beyond hyperinvariance. We dismissed our attempts at naming this phenomenon
since they all involved preﬁxing something to hyper, and that seemed like overkill.
Here is a brief summary of the text. In Section 2, we will discuss the main
properties of spectral algebras. In particular, we will show that BA is an algebra and
that fAg0CBA: In addition, we will study the conditions that make this inclusion
proper. In Section 3, we will introduce an ideal QA in BA whose elements are all
quasi-nilpotent operators. We will show that the presence of QAað0Þ and a nonzero
compact operator in BA guarantees the existence of a n.i.s. for the whole algebra.
The simplest scenario occurs when A is quasi-nilpotent, and we will establish several
sufﬁcient conditions for BA to contain a nonzero rank one operator (and thus a
n.i.s.). In Section 4, we will be interested in BK where K is a nonzero compact
operator. Using the fact that the ideal QK is nontrivial, we will show that BK always
has a n.i.s. Since fKg0CBK ; we will examine the question when fKg0aBK :
2. Spectral algebras
In this section we will establish some basic properties of spectral algebras. First,
we address the question of closedness of BA: The following example, which is a
modiﬁcation of an example from [LP00], shows that a spectral algebra need not be
closed in the norm topology and, hence, in any of the usual operator topologies.
Example 2.1. Let S be the unilateral forward shift onH; and let S be its adjoint. Let
fen : nX0g be the orthonormal basis that S shifts, i.e., Sen ¼ enþ1; for all nX0:
Using the notation Rm for RmðSÞ and dm for dmðSÞ we have that
R2m ¼
XN
n¼0
d2nm S
nSn ¼ diagð1; 1þ d2m; 1þ d2m þ d4m;yÞ:
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For every kAN; let uk ¼
Pk
i¼0ei=ði þ 1Þ; and let Tk ¼ uk#e0: It is straightforward to
verify that TkABS : On the other hand, uk-u ¼
PN
i¼0ei=ði þ 1Þ and Tk-T ¼ u#e0
in the norm topology, but T does not belong to BS : Indeed, jjRmTR1m jj2 ¼
jjRmujj2jjR1m e0jj2 ¼
PN
k¼1ð1þ d2m þ?þ d2k2m Þ=k2: Since dmo1 the sequence
1; d2m; d
4
m;y is decreasing and it follows that:
jjRmTR1m jj24
XN
k¼1
1
k2
kd2k2m ¼
XN
k¼1
1
k
d2k2m ¼ 
lnð1 d2mÞ
d2m
-N;
as m-N: Thus, T does not belong to BS and, consequently, BS is not closed in the
norm topology.
The previous example is indicative of what it might take for a spectral algebra to
be closed. The following result gives a precise formulation.
Lemma 2.2. Let AALðHÞ: The algebra BA is closed in the norm topology if and only if
there is a constant C such that, for every TABA; supmjjRmTR1m jjpCjjT jj:
Proof. If BA is closed in the norm topology then it is a Banach space. For each m;
the mapping Gm : BA-LðHÞ given by GmðTÞ ¼ RmTR1m is linear and continuous.
By the deﬁnition of BA the family fGm : mANg is pointwise uniformly bounded. The
uniform boundedness principle then implies that there is a constant C such that
supmjjRmTR1m jjpCjjT jj:
Conversely, suppose that such a scalar C exists, and let fTng be a sequence of
operators in BA converging in norm to the operator T : For a ﬁxed positive integer m;
limi-NjjRmTR1m  RmTiR1m jj ¼ 0 so, for all sufﬁciently large i;
jjRmTR1m jjpjjRmTR1m  RmTiR1m jj þ jjRmTiR1m jjp1þ jjRmTiR1m jjp1þ CjjTijj:
The sequence fjjTijjg is convergent, hence bounded, so there is a constant M such
that jjTijjpM and, consequently, jjRmTR1m jjp1þ CM: Since this inequality is true
independent of m we conclude that TABA and the lemma is proved. &
Our next task is to show that spectral algebras are quite substantial.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose A is a nonzero operator, B is a power bounded operator
commuting with A; and T is an operator for which AT ¼ BTA: Then TABA:
Proof. It is easy to verify that A2T ¼ B2TA2: Using induction one can prove that
AnT ¼ BnTAn; for every nAN: The operator B is power bounded so there is a
constant C such that jjBnjjpC; for each nAN: For any vector xAH and any positive
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integer m; we have that
jjRmTR1m xjj2 ¼
XN
n¼1
d2nm jjAnTR1m xjj2
¼
XN
n¼1
d2nm jjBnTAnR1m xjj2
pC2jjT jj2
XN
n¼1
d2nm jjAnR1m xjj2
¼C2jjT jj2
XN
n¼1
d2nm /A
nAnR1m x; R
1
m xS
¼C2jjT jj2/R2mR1m x; R1m xS
¼C2jjT jj2jjxjj2:
Thus TABA: &
From this we deduce an easy consequence.
Corollary 2.4. Let T be an operator such that AT ¼ lTA for some complex number l
with jljp1: Then TABA: In particular BA contains the commutant of A:
In fact, the proof of Proposition 2.3 reveals that a stronger assertion is true.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that A is an operator and BAfAg0: If AT ¼ BTA and
supnjjBnT jjoN; then TABA:
It follows from Corollary 2.4 that fAg0CBA: On the other hand, Example 2.1
shows that the inclusion can be proper, since fAg0 is always closed. This leads to the
question whether one can have BA ¼ LðHÞ: It is easy to see that this happens when,
for example, A is a scalar multiple of the identity. The following result gives a
characterization of such operators in terms of the sequence fRmg:
Theorem 2.6. Let A be an operator in LðHÞ: Then BA ¼ LðHÞ if and only if
supmjjRmjj jjR1m jjoN: If BA ¼ LðHÞ then, for every nonzero operator T ;
lim supmjjRmTR1m jj40:
Proof. Certainly, if supmjjRmjjjjR1m jjoN then BA ¼ LðHÞ: Conversely, suppose
that BA ¼ LðHÞ: Then BA is norm closed so the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that, for
all mAN and all TALðHÞ; jjGmðTÞjjpCjjT jj: Here Gm and C have the same meaning
as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Thus jjGmjj ¼ jjRmjj jjR1m jj; and
supmjjRmjj jjR1m jjoN:
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As for the last assertion of the theorem, suppose that BA ¼ LðHÞ and that there
exists a nonzero operator T such that lim supmjjRmTR1m jj ¼ 0: Obviously,
limmjjRmTR1m jj ¼ 0: It follows that BATCBA-Q: Indeed, if XABA then XTABAð¼
LðHÞÞ: In addition, rðXTÞ ¼ rðRmXTR1m ÞpjjRmXTR1m jjpjjRmXR1m jjjjRmTR1m jj-
0; so XTAQ: Let K be a compact operator such that K 0 ¼ KT is nonzero. Then
LðHÞK 0CQ which leads to a contradiction since, by Proposition 1.4, this would
imply that LðHÞ has a n.i.s. &
Theorem 2.6 can be used to compute a spectral algebra in the following situation.
Corollary 2.7. Let p be a positive integer, and let lAC: If Ap ¼ lI ; then BA ¼ LðHÞ:
Proof. In order to exploit the deﬁning property of A we write
R2m ¼
XN
n¼0
d2nm A
nAn ¼
Xp1
j¼0
XN
k¼0
d2ðkpþjÞm A
kpþjAkpþj:
Clearly, AkpAkp ¼ jlj2k; so
R2m ¼
Xp1
j¼0
d2jm A
jA j
XN
k¼0
d2kpm jlj2k:
Notice that dmo1=rðAÞ ¼ 1=jlj1=p so the inﬁnite series above converges 8mAN:
Thus,
jjRmjj2jjR1m jj2 ¼
Xp1
j¼0
d2jm A
jA j




Xp1
j¼0
d2jm A
jA j
 !1


:
This shows that supmjjRmjjjjR1m jjoN so that BA ¼ LðHÞ: &
It appears to be quite difﬁcult to ﬁnd explicit descriptions of the operators in BA
for a given operator A: We now illustrate the level of difﬁculty one should expect by
describing a spectral algebra for a particularly simple operator.
Proposition 2.8. If u and v are unit vectors then Bu#v ¼ fTALðHÞ : v is an eigenvector
for Tg:
Proof. Let A ¼ u#v be a rank one operator, where u and v are unit vectors. One
knows that rðu#vÞ ¼ j/u; vSj: A calculation shows that, for nAN; An ¼
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/u; vSn1 u#v and AnAn ¼ r2n2 v#v: Therefore,
R2m ¼ I þ
XN
n¼1
d2nm r
2n2
 !
v#v ¼ I þ d
2
m
1 d2mr2
v#v:
Let lm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ d2m=ð1 d2mr2Þ
p
for every mAN: Notice that lm-N as m-N:
Indeed, either dm-1=r or, if A is quasi-nilpotent, lm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ m2p : If we decompose H
as a direct sum of H1"H2; where H1 is the one-dimensional space spanned by v and
H2 is the orthogonal complement of H1; then the corresponding block matrix of Rm
is
Rm ¼
lm 0
0 1

 
and R1m ¼
1=lm 0
0 1

 
;
where, in actuality,
lm 0
0 1

 
¼ lmIH1 0
0 IH2

 
:
If T is an arbitrary operator, say T ¼ X
Z
Y
W
 
; then
RmTR
1
m ¼
lm 0
0 1

 
X Y
Z W

 
1=lm 0
0 1

 
¼ X Ylm
Z=lm W

 
and it is easy to see that supmjjRmTR1m jjoN if and only if Y ¼ 0: This means that
H2 is invariant for T or, equivalently, that H1 is invariant for T: The observation
that this happens if and only if v is an eigenvector for T completes the proof. &
3. Quasi-nilpotent operators
Proposition 1.4 shows that there is a connection between the class Q of quasi-
nilpotent operators and the existence of a n.i.s. for an algebra A: In this section, we
will explore this relationship in the case when A is a spectral algebra. We start by
introducing an important subset of BA: Let
QA ¼ fTALðHÞ : jjRmTR1m jj-0g:
Lemma 3.1. QA is a two-sided ideal in BA and every operator in QA is quasi-nilpotent.
Furthermore, if AAQ then AAQA:
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Proof. Let TAQA and let XABA: Then
jjRmTXR1m jjpjjRmTR1m jj jjRmXR1m jj-0
so QA is a right ideal. Since the same estimate holds for XT we see that QA is a two-
sided ideal in BA: On the other hand rðTÞ ¼ rðRmTR1m ÞpjjRmTR1m jj which shows
that if TAQA then it must be quasi-nilpotent. Finally, if AAQ then rðAÞ ¼ 0 and the
fact that jjRmAR1m jj-0 follows from Proposition 1.5. &
Remark 3.2. The ideal QA need not contain every quasi-nilpotent operator in BA:
Indeed, if A is the unilateral forward shift a calculation shows that R2m ¼ 1=ð1 d2mÞ:
Since, every operator commutes with a scalar multiple of the identity it follows that
BA ¼ LðHÞ: On the other hand, jjRmTR1m jj ¼ jjT jj for any T in LðHÞ; so QA ¼ ð0Þ:
Remark 3.3. Combining Remark 3.2 and Example 2.1 we see that algebras BA and
BA can have quite different properties.
The following result justiﬁes our interest in QA:
Theorem 3.4. If QAað0Þ and there exists a nonzero compact operator in BA; then BA
has a n.i.s.
Proof. Let K be a nonzero compact operator in BA: Without loss of generality we
may assume that QK ¼ 0 for every QAQA: Indeed, if QKa0 for some QAQA; then
QK is a compact quasi-nilpotent operator with the property that BA QKCQ and the
result follows from Proposition 1.4.
Let Q be a ﬁxed nonzero operator in QA and let T be an arbitrary operator in BA:
Then QTAQA and, hence, QTK ¼ 0: Since Ka0 there is a nonzero vector z in the
range of K : Clearly, QTz ¼ 0 so TzAker Q for all TABA: Naturally, the closure of
the subspace fTz : TABAg is an invariant subspace for BA: It is nonzero since za0
and the identity operator is in BA: Finally, it is not H since it is contained in the
kernel of a nonzero operator Q: &
From Theorem 3.4 we deduce some easy consequences.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that A is a quasi-nilpotent operator, B is a power bounded
operator commuting with A; and K is a nonzero compact operator satisfying AK ¼
BKA: Then BA has a n.i.s.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, K is in BA: Since AAQ; Lemma 3.1 shows that AAQA:
The result then follows from Theorem 3.4. &
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that A is a quasi-nilpotent operator, l is a complex number,
and K is a nonzero compact operator satisfying AK ¼ lKA: Then either BA or BA has
a n.i.s. In any case, A has a proper hyperinvariant subspace.
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Proof. If jljp1 Corollary 3.5 implies that BA has a n.i.s. For jlj41; we have AK ¼
ð1=%lÞKA so the same argument shows that BA has a n.i.s. IfM is such a subspace
then it is hyperinvariant for A: It follows that M> is a proper hyperinvariant
subspace for A: &
Remark 3.7. The existence of a proper hyperinvariant subspace was established
under a weaker condition (without the assumption that A is quasi-nilpotent)
independently by Brown [sB79] and Kim et al. [cP78]. By making a stronger
hypothesis we obtain an invariant subspace for an effectively larger class of
operators. In addition, Corollary 3.5 is, to the best of our knowledge, new.
Clearly, when AAQ; the ideal QAað0Þ: Thus, Theorem 3.4 raises a question
whether there always is a nonzero compact operator in the algebra BA for AAQ:
Since, rank one operators are the most basic examples of compact operators it is
natural to try to establish the membership of such operators in BA: The following
result shows that the issue is more subtle than it might appear at ﬁrst glance.
Proposition 3.8. Let AALðHÞ: The following are equivalent:
(a) BA ¼ LðHÞ;
(b) supmjjRmjj jjR1m jjoN;
(c) BA contains all rank one operators in LðHÞ:
Proof. The equivalence (a)3(b) is Theorem 2.6. Since (a))(c) is obvious, we
concentrate on the implication (c))(b).
Let v be an arbitrary nonzero vector in H: If u is any nonzero vector in H then the
rank one operator u#v belongs to BA and, consequently, supmjjRmujj jjR1m vjjoN:
Let Sm ¼ jjR1m vjjRm: Then the sequence fSmg of operators has the property that, for
all uAH; fjjSmujjg is a bounded sequence and, by the uniform boundedness
principle, it follows that supmjjSmjjoN: This means that the sequence of operators
fjjRmjjR1m g is bounded at v: Since v was arbitrary, another application of the
uniform boundedness principle completes the proof. &
In view of this result BA (for AAQ) cannot contain all rank one operators. Indeed,
Theorem 3.4 would then imply that BA has a n.i.s. and hence, by Proposition 3.8,
that LðHÞ has a n.i.s. Therefore, we are faced with the question of determining which
rank one operators are in BA: We give several conditions for a rank one operator to
be in BA: The ﬁrst one is so direct that we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.9. Let u#v be a rank one operator. Then u#vABA if and only if
supmjjRmujj jjR1m vjjoN:
Proposition 3.10. A rank one operator u#v is in BA if and only if there exists a
constant C such that jjRmujjpCjjRmðv þ wÞjj for every w>v:
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Proof. If u#vABA then there exists a constant M such that, for any mAN and any
xAH; jjRmðu#vÞR1m xjjpMjjxjj: Using the fact that ðu#vÞR1m x ¼ /R1m x; vSu and
the deﬁnition of Rm we obtain that
jjRmujj j/R1m x; vSjpMjjxjj: ð3:1Þ
Since M does not depend on either x or m; estimate (3.1) remains valid if x is
replaced by Rmy: Thus, we have that
jjRmujj j/y; vSjpMjjRmyjj: ð3:2Þ
Since inequality (3.2) holds for any y; it remains true if we restrict it to those vectors
yAH that are not orthogonal to v: Thus, we can assume that there is aa0 such that
y ¼ av þ bw; where w>v: This yields
jjRmujj jaj jjvjj2pMjjRmðav þ bwÞjj:
Dividing by jaj we get the desired inequality.
The converse can be easily proved by retracing the steps in the opposite
direction. &
The last result shows that there is a lack of symmetry between u and v: Part of the
reason is that R1m is a contraction for any m; while the behavior of Rm is described in
the following result.
Proposition 3.11. The sequence fjjRmjjg diverges to þN:
Proof. The case when A is quasi-nilpotent is easy since, in that case, dm ¼ m and, for
any x;
jjRmxjj2 ¼
XN
n¼0
m2n jjAnxjj2Xm2 jjAxjj2:
So we assume that A is not quasi-nilpotent.
For the remainder of the proof r will stand for the spectral radius of A: Let N be
an arbitrary positive integer. The sequence frm=ðrm þ 1Þg converges to 1, as m-N;
so there exists m0 such that, for mXm0;
rm
rm þ 14
1 ﬃﬃﬃ
22N
p :
We choose e40 such that
e
XN
n¼1
2njjAjjn1
rn
 !
o1:
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Since we are assuming that r40 there exists l such that jlj ¼ r and l belongs to
slðAÞ—the left spectrum of A: This means that there exists a unit vector yAH such
that jjAy  lyjjoe: Using the triangle inequality and the fact that jljpjjAjj we
obtain that jjA2y  l2yjjo2ejjAjj and, inductively, that jjAny  lnyjjonejjAjjn1: The
last inequality, coupled with the fact that jlj ¼ r; implies that, for nAN;
jjAnyjj4rnjjyjj  nejjAjjn1 ¼ rn  nejjAjjn1:
Let mXm0: Since all the summands in the formula for jjRmyjj2 are nonnegative and
jjyjj ¼ 1 we obtain the estimate
jjRmyjj2X
XN
n¼1
m
rm þ 1

 2n
ðrn  nejjAjjn1Þ2
X
XN
n¼1
m
rm þ 1

 2n
ðr2n  2nejjAjjn1rnÞ
X
XN
n¼1
rm
rm þ 1

 2n

XN
n¼1
2nejjAjjn1 1
rn
X
XN
n¼1
rm
rm þ 1

 2n
1
XN
rm
rm þ 1

 2N
1
XN
1
2
 1:
This implies that, for mXm0; jjRmjjXN2  1 and the result follows. &
4. Compactness and BA
In this section we consider the algebra BK in the case when K is a compact
operator. We will prove that, in this situation, BK must have a n.i.s. Since this
algebra contains the commutant fKg0 of K we obtain a result that is at least as strong
as Theorem 1.1. However, it is a step forward only if BK is strictly larger than fKg0:
We will examine this relationship in detail.
Before we start, we brieﬂy recall some properties of compact operators. If K is a
compact operator its spectrum sðKÞ is a countable set containing 0 (we are assuming
that H is inﬁnite dimensional), and sðKÞ\f0g is either ﬁnite or forms a sequence
converging to 0. If lAsðKÞ\f0g; then l is an eigenvalue for K; and the corresponding
eigenspace is ﬁnite dimensional. Also, if rðKÞ40; then there is an eigenvalue l for K
for which jlj ¼ rðKÞ:
The following is the main result of this paper. In fact, it is an open question
whether it is the invariant subspace theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. Let K be a nonzero compact operator on the separable, infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space H: Then BK has a n.i.s.
Proof. We will show that QKað0Þ: The result will then follow from Theorem 3.4. Of
course, if K is quasi-nilpotent there is nothing to prove so, for the rest of this proof,
we will assume that rðKÞ40:
In order to show that QKað0Þ it sufﬁces to exhibit a rank one operator x#y with
supmjjRmxjjoN and limmjjR1m yjj ¼ 0: A vector y with the desired property is
supplied by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that K is compact and rðKÞ40: Then there is a unit vector v such
that jjR1m vjj-0; m-N:
Proof. Let l be a complex number in sðKÞ such that jlj ¼ rðKÞ: Then %lAsðKÞ so
there are unit vectors u and v for which Ku ¼ lu and Kv ¼ %lv: An easy calculation
shows that Kðu#vÞ ¼ ðu#vÞK so that u#vAfKg0CBA: It then follows that
supmjjRmujj jjR1m vjjoN: On the other hand, a straightforward calculation shows
that jjRmujj-N; m-N: Since supmjjRmujj jjR1m vjjoN it must follow that
jjR1m vjj-0: &
So it remains to provide a nonzero vector x with the property that
sup
m
jjRmxjjoN: ð4:1Þ
To that end, it sufﬁces for x to satisfy
lim sup
n
jjKnxjj1=norðKÞ: ð4:2Þ
Indeed, (4.2) implies that the power series
PN
n¼0jjKnxjj2 zn has radius of convergence
bigger than 1=r2 and, consequently, the series
P
njjKnxjj2=r2n converges. Since
jjRmxjj2 ¼
XN
n¼0
m
1þ mr

 2n
jjKnxjj2
and fm=ð1þ mrÞg is an increasing sequence converging to 1=r; we see that (4.2)
implies (4.1).
It is not hard to see that, if K has an eigenvalue l with the property that jljorðKÞ;
then any eigenvector corresponding to l satisﬁes (4.2). Thus we may assume that 0 is
an isolated point of sðKÞ: (Of course, 0AsðKÞ since H is inﬁnite dimensional). Let G
be a positively oriented circle around the origin such that 0 is the only element of
sðKÞ inside the circle, and let
P ¼  1
2pi
Z
G
ðK  lIÞ1 dl:
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One knows (cf., [RS55]) that P is a (not necessarily selfadjoint) projection operator
that commutes with K and that the restriction K0 of K to the invariant subspace PH
is quasi-nilpotent. It follows that, if x is a unit vector in PH; then jjKnxjj1=n ¼
jjKn0xjj1=n-0: This completes the proof of the theorem. &
As mentioned earlier, the presence of proper invariant subspaces for BK (K
compact) is an advancement in invariant subspace theory only if BK differs from
fKg0: We do not know at the present time if BK can equal fKg0 for a compact
nonzero operator K on an inﬁnite-dimensional space. We do know that the answer is
no if K has positive spectral radius.
Proposition 4.3. Let K be a compact operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space
such that rðKÞ40: Then BKafKg0:
Proof. Notice that the vectors x and y obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.1 satisfy
(4.1) and Ky ¼ %ly; with jlj ¼ rðKÞ: Since it was established that x#yABK it sufﬁces
to prove that Kðu#vÞaðu#vÞK : This follows from the fact that Kxalx which is a
simple consequence of (4.1). &
When K is a quasi-nilpotent operator it may not have any eigenvalues so the
method employed in the proof of Proposition 4.3 is not available. Therefore, we
introduce another technique which can be applied to any operator regardless of its
spectral radius. This line of approach consists of solving the operator equation
AX ¼ lXA ð4:3Þ
for some la1; with jljp1: If there is a nonzero operator X and a scalar l as above
that satisfy Eq. (4.3) we say that A l-commutes with X and that l is an extended
eigenvalue for A: Such an operator X is in BA by Corollary 2.4 and it is clear that it
does not commute with A; unless AX ¼ XA ¼ 0:
Eq. (4.3) appeared in the work of several authors. In particular, it was shown
independently by Brown [sB79] and Kim et al. [cP78] that, if A is compact and X
satisﬁes (4.3) for some complex l; then X has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.
Recently, this equation was the object of study in [BLP01,BLP01a,vL97] and, with a
somewhat different goal [CP01].
On the surface it might appear that ﬁnding an operator X that satisﬁes equation
(4.3) with A compact does not yield anything new since the existence of a
hyperinvariant subspace has already been established for such an operator X :
Therefore, we stop to carefully explain the difference. First, the presence of such a
solution implies that BA properly contains fAg0: Hence, there exists an operator X in
BA that does not commute with A: Furthermore, BA is an algebra. This means that
the operator X þ A is in BA; yet it does not commute with either X or A: Thus,
Theorem 4.1 is indeed a new result. In addition, our techniques yield the following
generalization that was not known previously.
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Corollary 4.4. Suppose K is a nonzero compact operator, B is a power bounded
operator commuting with K ; and T is an operator for which KT ¼ BTK : Then TABK
so that T has a n.i.s.
Proof. The result follows directly from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.1. &
The following result provides an application of Corollary 4.4.
Corollary 4.5. Let fang and fbng be two sequences of complex numbers such that fang
converges to 0 and fbng is bounded with supnjbnjp1: For a given orthonormal basis
fen: nX0g let A consist of all bounded operators T whose matrix ðtijÞ relative to this
basis satisfies ðai  ajbiÞtij ¼ 0 for all i; jX0: Then A has a n.i.s.
Proof. Let K ¼ diagðanÞ; B ¼ diagðbnÞ: Then K is compact, B is a contraction (hence
power bounded) commuting with K ; and KT ¼ BTK ; TAA: The result now follows
from Corollary 4.4. &
In view of Proposition 4.3 it is of interest to solve Eq. (4.3) in the case when A is a
compact, quasi-nilpotent operator in LðHÞ: One knows (cf., [GK]) that every such
operator on a Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent to a model operator—a speciﬁc
integral operator on the space Lr2ð0; 1Þ of vector valued functions with values in Cr;
for some positive integer r: In [BLP01] we have, in collaboration with A. Biswas,
initiated the study of compact quasi-nilpotent operators and the associated spectral
algebras, by considering a speciﬁc operator. Namely, let H ¼ L2ð0; 1Þ—the space of
square integrable functions on ½0; 1 with respect to Lebegue measure and let A ¼ V ;
the Volterra integral operator on L2ð0; 1Þ; deﬁned by
Vf ðxÞ ¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞ dt:
In particular, we established in [BLP01] that the set of extended eigenvalues of the
Volterra operator V is precisely the set ð0;NÞ: Since V has trivial kernel, an
operator X satisfying VX ¼ lXV (for la1) cannot commute with V : Therefore,
BVafVg0: Based on Proposition 4.3 and our results with the Volterra operator we
make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.6. The commutant of a nonzero compact operator is a proper subalgebra
of the associated spectral algebra.
So far we were concerned with showing that our result is indeed a new one, i.e.,
that fKg0aBK : Assuming for a moment that this is indeed true, we are now facing
the possibility that this is in actuality the invariant subspace theorem. Namely, this
would create a challenge of constructing an operator that belongs to no algebra BK
for any compact operator K : A similar situation initially arose in connection with the
result of Lomonosov and was eventually settled in [HNRR80] where an operator was
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exhibited to which the theorem did not apply. Notice that the example furnished in
that paper was a so-called quasi-analytic shift. Yet, such an operator W belongs to a
spectral algebra associated to a rank one operator. Indeed, let fen: nX0g be the
orthonormal basis that W shifts. Then e0 is an eigenvector for W
 (corresponding to
the eigenvalue 0) so, by Proposition 2.8, W belongs to the spectral algebra associated
to u#e0 for arbitrary nonzero vector u: Thus, it is natural to ask the following
question.
Problem 4.7. Is there an operator A that is not in BK for any nonzero compact operator
K?
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